Gold Cobs of El Peru
1743
minted
surviving
preservation

8 escudos
90,553
7 known, 2-3 more
1 MS, 1 VF, the
rest XF-AU

1743 V
4 escudos
232
0
--

2 escudos
879
0
--

1escudo
890
possibly 1
--

In 1743 the Lima mint produced 1,456,000 pesos of gold coinage, 99.5% by value as 8 escudos. The
entire coinage probably survives in less than ten onzas. A 1743 one escudo may exist, but no two or four
escudos are even rumored--hardly a surprise given the original mintages. Tauler’s on-line Escudos
Macuquinos census now records seven onzas. The best of those specimens, a near mint coin that sold
for nearly 13,000 Swiss francs in 2011, is pictured on this page.
The first thing that most collectors notice about the 1743
onzas is the distinctive “flat-top” shape of the 3. All 1743
onzas share this style of 3. It is a cursive style not uncommon
in the mid-18th century, but it makes no other appearance
on the Lima coinage. Beyond the distinctive 3, the Lima
tallador of 1743 took no stylistic liberties. Both pillar and
cross sides could pass stylistically as an issue from the
1730’s.
The high grade specimen pictured here may be a 1743/2
overdate, as may a coin (335b) pictured in Tauler’s Oro
Macuquino. The diameter of this onza is just a hair over 28
mm, insuring a legendless strike if the coin is perfectly
centered. The dies for Lima onzas, recall, have a diameter of 35 mm. On the cross side the coin is offcenter low, but low precisely along the vertical axis of the coin. This does not seem to be accident. What
it gains on a 28 mm onza is that it makes legible much of monarch’s name PHILI[PPUS]. Several small
planchet onzas from the early years of Vargas’ tenure show exactly this same low centering.
Throughout the 1730’s and 1740’s Philip’s Board of
Coinage was highly critical of the quality of Lima’s gold
coinage. Assayer, date, mint mark and the king’s name—all
required to be legible—were often illegible due to heavy
doubling and other striking problems. For reasons that are
not fully understood, small planchet onzas like this 1743
tended to be better struck and have less doubling. Notice
that there is no doubling at all in the devices of this 1743—
something very seldom seen on a Lima onza of the period.
Apparently it was felt this style of minting was not
satisfactory because the onzas were too small, only a few
millimeters larger than the media onzas at 25-26 mm. The
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Lima coiners preferred to strike 30-32 mm onzas with normal centering, even though doubling in
particular was a chronic problem for them with the bigger coins.
Stylistically, the cross side of the 1743 onza shows crudely executed lions that could easily be mistaken
for startled chipmunks. The last well executed lions were produced about 1717, thereafter swiftly
degenerating into the strange creatures we see above. The so-called “sad” castles have thin unadorned
parapets and three flaring turrets. All the turrets on 1743 onzas are to some extent “jeweled”.
The 1743 onza to the left was lot 1 in the Sotheby’s March 1993
sale of the treasure of Nuestra Senora de la Luz. It was the
earliest and only onza of Philip V found on the wreck. Notice
that at 30 mm in diameter it still is too small to have legible
legends with a well centered strike. Though doubled in some
areas, it has an above average strike. Circulation wear rather
than corrosion suggest that this onza had a busy if short
commercial life before coming to rest in the mud of Montevideo
harbor.

December, 2012 (revised 2/15/13)
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1744
minted
surviving
preservation

8 escudos
99,962
12 known
1 AU, rest XF-VF

1744 V
4 escudos
261
0
--

2 escudos
981
0
--

1 escudo
993
1
AU

In 1744 the Lima mint produced a substantial 1,607,390 pesos of gold coinage, about 8,000 of that total,
or less than ½ of 1% of it, as 1, 2 and 4 escudos. Lima gold production, as usual, remains almost
completely concentrated in onzas. The entire 1744 Lima coinage survives in about 15 coins, including a
single one escudo. Tauler’s on-line Escudos Macuquinos census now records 12 onzas. The best of those
specimens, an AU that last auctioned in 2002, is pictured on this page.
1744 at Lima was not a year of stylistic innovation or
improvement in the quality of production. Out-of-round, offcenter, and doubled issues are common. Philip’s Board of
Coinage also had other complaints about the Vargas’ gold issues.
Philip had ordered mechanization and an end to the cob coinage
in 1728 and yet Lima still struck cobs.
The onza pictured here is far better struck than the typical issue
of this period. It appears to be from new 1744 dies, though the
placement of the dot beneath the final 4 is unusual. A final 4 is
usually flanked high by a pair of dots or has one dot positioned
high to the left. Possibly we have 4/3 overdate. Note the clear legend date ANO 44. This is not often
seen on 30-31 mm Lima onzas, but in this case the out-of-round shape obliges us with space for a
second date.
The cross side is also well struck and mercifully free of
doubling. A well-made cross shelters lions and castles in its
angles. The lions continue to look like scurrying rodents and
the castles have a crude, sad face look about them. The triple
turrets come in almost countless varieties from the smallish
“jeweled” ones we see here to much larger, surreally flaring
designs. Not much legend is visible. Just a trace of PHILIPPUS V
with the bottom of the V at 6 o’clock and the bottom loop of
the S just to the right of it. On the left side we can make out
that the legend ends in HISPANI, a common truncation of
HISPANIARUM on Lima escudos.
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Our remarks tend to focus on the onzas, because the other denomination as so
rare in this period, but 1743 has a single surviving one escudo that repays a quick
look. A single castle (with flaring turrets) is flanked by the mint mark and assayer
Vargas’ initial. Below is a three digit date (744) that, surprisingly, does not
appear to be an overdate. One set of dies could strike several times the typical
1740’s mintage of one escudos. Above the castle are
four dots and three plain crosses. This design comes in
about 1733 and replaces a design that originally was just a dot or dots (before
1716) and then dots plus a single cross above the castle. The cross side on this
1743 one escudo is unusually well struck and centered. In the angles of the
cross are four small crosses. This design change also occurred in 1716 when
these crosses replaced four dots.

December, 2012
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1745
minted
surviving
preservation

8 escudos
50,743
6 known
1 MS, rest XF-VF

1745 V
4 escudos
147
1 possible
AU

2 escudos
501
0
--

1 escudo
521
2
AU

Lima 8 escudos dated 1745 compete with the issues of 1731 and
1733 for the honor of being the rarest onzas of Philip’s second
reign (1725-46). All three dates are known only from single digit
populations. Six 1745 onzas are confirmed, plus two one
escudos. The Eliasberg specimen (shown to the left) and the
Terner specimen (shown below) are by far the finest 1746 onzas.
No two escudos are known. A single media onza, auctioned by
Cayon and catalogued in Tauler’s Oro Macuquino (102a) as a
1745, has now been redated by NGC as a 1740/39. A separate
essay is devoted to this disputed media onza. Surprisingly (or
not), the six known 1745 onzas appear to be from six different
cross dies and six different pillar dies. The Lima mint struck
816,110 pesos of gold in 1745, all but 4222 pesos of that as onzas. Once again, onzas are almost 99.5%
of the total Lima mintage. So perhaps finding 6 cross dies and 6 pillar dies should not come a surprise.
One (and possibly another) onza pillar die is definitively a 1745/4 overdate. Reused overdate dies would
have had reduced longevity.
A mintage of 816,110 pesos is about half of the previous year’s and more than 50% below the average
for the 1737-50. Even in the post-earthquake period (1747-50), Lima mint struck substantially more gold
every year. Lower production is no doubt part of the explanation of the rarity of 1745 gold issues, but it
has been suggested that there is another event that bears significantly on the survival of 1745 Lima gold.
The question is asked: is it possible that a goodly portion of the 1745
Lima gold mintage now bears the effigy of the British monarch George II
and looks like the coin to the left? That gold coin is a 1745 half guinea of
the George II. Notice the “Lima” under the bust of George. Lima did not
become a British branch mint in the 1740’s. What happened was
another Spanish disaster on the high seas. A Spanish-French treasure
fleet sailing from Peru to Spain was ambushed in the North Atlantic and
most of its treasure seized. A sizeable amount of Lima’s gold and silver
ended up being melted and reminted as British coinage, the “Lima”
coinage of 1745-46. To be precise, on July 12, 1745 the British Navy found itself in possession of about
300,600 pesos of coined gold from Lima and about 2,665,000 pesos of coined silver. How that happened
is an interesting story.
In July of 1739 Britain declared war on a war-weary Spain. The final war of his reign would outlive Philip
V. In Spain the conflict was known appropriately as La Guerra del Asiento, in England the popular name
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was the War of Jenkin’ s Ear, alluding to the English pretext for the war. An already bankrupt Spain could
not afford the war and suffered major losses as Britain’s navy plundered Spain’s New World empire.
The first significant loss for Spain occurred in November of 1739, when Admiral Vernon’s Fleet seized
and destroyed the port of Portobello in
Panama. Portobello was never rebuilt by the
Spanish and with its destruction the nearly
200 year old system of Treasure Fleets came
to an end. Hereafter, the gold and silver of
El Peru was shipped overland to Buenos
Aires or sailed around the Horn, conceding
that the Caribbean was now an unsafe place
for Spanish Treasure Fleets. In early Spring of
1745 a flotilla of three French ships, acting as Spain’s ally, sailed from Callao bound for Spain around the
Horn. A menacing Pacific British squadron under Commodore Anson had cleared the Peruvian coast in
1742 and gone in pursuit of a Manila Galleon (which it did manage to intercept off the Philippines in
June of 1743). The French and Spaniards, including outgoing Virrey Mendoza, were hopeful of a safe trip
to Spain. They were within days of the Spanish coast when on July 12 the three French ships were
intercepted by two British privateers. In the ensuing sea battle, one French ship escaped but the two
others were captured with their sizeable Spanish treasure. The dismasted French ships were towed
back to England and the treasure presented to George II. Forty-five wagons were needed to carry it to
the Tower mint, where, beginning in December 1745, it was melted and restruck as the British Lima
coinage of 1745-46. A medal (pictured above) was struck honoring the victorious British captains, Talbot
and Morecock. (Several recent books and catalogues continue to associate the 1745 Lima coinage of
George II with Anson’s success in the Pacific in 1743. But Anson ambushed a Manila Galleon carrying
Mexican (not Lima) silver for the Asia market, and, when Anson returned to England in 1744, no
mention is made of his bringing back any Mexican silver, which he is said to have sold and traded it in
China. A confused report first published in 1762 seems to be the source of this long-lived error.)
We don’t know from English records how much of the 1745 Lima gold coinage ended up at the Tower
Mint, but we know the French sailed from Callao in late March or April of 1745. Lima mint records for
1745 show that the first major delivery of gold did not occur until
July of 1745, while a large delivery of 1744 gold had occurred in
December. This strongly suggests that almost all of the coined Lima
gold the English seized was 1744 (or earlier) onzas. Alas, the rarity
of Lima 1745 Limas today is not explained by the July 1745 loss of
most of their treasure fleet.
The Terner specimen of the 1745 onza, which NGC has graded MS
61, is shown to the left. Throughout the 1740’s Philip’s Board of
Coinage was highly critical of the Lima’s coinage for several
reasons. The gold issues of 1745 do not show an attempt to
remedy the problems. The two best 1745 onzas, the Eliasberg and
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the Terner specimens, are pictured here. Judge for yourself the quality of their strikes. The problems the
Lima mint were experiencing with heavy doubling, weak strikes, and centering are not well understood.
In the Fleet era, Lima struck the most attractive New World gold cobs, but a secular decline in quality
afflicted Philip’s Second Reign. Philip did not want the gold cob coinage to continue
at Lima after 1730, but he could not manage to get the Lima mint to convert to a
modern milled gold coinage in his lifetime. When he died in July of 1746, he was
finally taking steps to force Lima to convert. Probably the best struck gold coinage of
1745 was in the one escudo series. There are two survivors, one pictured to the left.
The half dozen 1745 onzas we know of, disappointingly, show no interesting
varieties. Vargas (V) is the only assayer, Negron (N) having retired in 1739 and Rodriquez (R) not
beginning until 1748. One specimen is clearly some sort of 5/X overdate. Tauler believes it is 5/4, but 5/3
or 5/4/ 3are also possible. A second date in the legend seems to have been consistently added in 1745.
Where legible, it reads ANO 45.
Lions and castles on the cross side of 1745 issues are stylistically the
same as the previous ten years or so. The crude lions seem to most
people more like monkeys or some kind of rodent. The “sad castles”
show a straight parapet and three flaring turrets, occasionally with
apertures. The striking “happy castles” of 1746-49 with their curved
dotted parapets (and other features) are not anticipated in the 1745
coinage. The cross side of the Eliasberg 1745 is to the right.

12/30/12
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minted
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8 escudos
85,211
11-13
2 near MS,
3 VF, the
rest XF-AU

1746 V
4 escudos
275
0
--

2 escudos
864
0
--

1 escudo
908
2
AU

The Lima gold coinage of 1746 survives as two one escudos
and about a dozen onzas. Two and four escudos were struck
in typically low mintage and none are known to have
survived. The Lima onza coinage of 1746 features two
designs. One design adorns both pillar and cross sides with a
total of 24 stars. This design--what we now call the Con
Estrellas variety--was a novelty not seen before or after at
the Lima mint. The other design of 1746 continues the
standard features of the previous Negron and Vargas eras.
No stars appear on either side of the Sin Estrellas issues. The
finest of the 7 known Con Estrellas is pictured to the right.
The finest of the 3 known Sin Estrellas issue is below.
Collectors and scholars want to know why part of the 1746 gold mintage is conspicuously adorned with
stars. So far a document addressing this issue has eluded researchers in the Spanish and Peruvian
archives. We must proceed by inference and on the evidence of the coins themselves. The favored
current explanation is that the Con Estrellas were struck in the fall of 1746 as a memorial to Philip V.
This explanation has much to be said for it, but there are also problems. The story of Lima mint and its
gold coinage in 1746 is a complicated one.
The first thing to keep in mind is that Con Estrellas issues appear
only within the confines of the 1746 gold mintage. No 1745 or
1747 Con Estrellas exists. Calico mistakenly lists a 1745 Con
Estrellas onza: Calico’s La Onza #345 is an overdate 1746/5 issue.
We will discuss the implications of the overdate 1746/5 Con
Estrellas (two are known) below. The year 1746 was significant in
Lima’s history for several reasons. The Great Earthquake of
October 28th, 1746 had a tremendous impact on the daily life and
economy of El Peru. But 1746 also saw the death of Philip V in the
45th year of his reign. Philip died suddenly on July 2nd. Word had
reached the new Lima viceroy, Manso de Velasco, by September. If
the Con Estrellas coinage is a memorial issue, we can say with
certainty that it did not begin before September.
Gold Cobs© 2012
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Who could have ordered the Lima mint to put stars on its gold coinage? The list is a very short one. The
king in consultation with his Board of Coinage could have. In exceptional circumstances, the Viceroy
could have presumed on the royal prerogative and done so. But woe to the Lima viceroy whose
presumptions did pass review by the Crown! No officer or employee of the mint, including the treasurer
(tesorero), would have dared to make criminal changes in the coinage.
Two kings reigned in 1746. Philip V until July 2nd, succeeded then
by his son Fernando VI (pictured left). Did Philip order Lima to
adorn part of their 1746 gold coinage with 24 stars? At the
beginning of 1746 Felipe V was intent on replacing the Lima cob
coinage with modern milled coins. He had ordered Lima to convert
to a mechanized, modern coinage in 1728. Eighteen years later
Lima was still striking only cobs. A redesign of the senescent cob
design was nothing Philip was interested in. Philip wanted the cob
coinage replaced as soon as possible, not redesigned. There is no
evidence and no reason why Philip in late 1745 would have
wanted to add stars to Lima gold coinage.
Did Fernando order the Lima mint to add stars to the remaining
part of its 1746 gold mintage, now being struck posthumously in
the name of his father? He could have. No document confirming that he did has yet been found, but
research in the relevant AGI or AGNP legajos is very incomplete. The suggestion that he did does not
founder on the question of motive. Fernando was on good terms with his father. His father had died
suddenly after a long and successful reign and his pious son wanted to honor his memory on the
remaining, now posthumous PHILIPPUS gold coinage of 1746. The iconography of adding stars is
completely appropriate. The tradition of so-called Divus issues goes back to Roman times. The coinage
struck in memory of a recently deceased emperor by his pious son or successor added a star or stars to
his final coinage.
There is another person who could have ordered the Lima mint to strike Con Estrellas issues. In
September, when he received news of the death of his patron Philip V, Virrey Manso could have made
an executive decision and ordered the mint to strike the remainder of the 1746 gold coinage as a
memorial to his patron. In doing so he took virtually no risk that Spain would disapprove. Fernando may
even have confirmed his order later in the year. Between Manso and Fernando, it is more likely that
Manso would have been the originator of the order. Two reasons. First, the stars appear only on Lima
issues. None adorn the coinage of Spain or Mexico. Why would Fernando order only Peru to
memorialize his father in this way? Second, given the complications in Spain of an unexpected
succession, Fernando was busy dealing with many matters in the summer of 1746. The first letter we
know of to Manso regarding the mint did not arrive until October, shortly before the earthquake. If
Manso waits for an order from Spain and the order arrives only in October (in a now lost letter), then
the Con Estrellas coinage could not have before the earthquake of October 28th. We will explain “could
not” below.
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Is it possible to date the Con
Estrellas coinage in 1746 but after
the earthquake? Mint records show
a final delivery of gold coins on
October 24th, and after that, it is
almost 13 months, November of
1747, before the mint is again able
to deliver gold coins. The 8.7 M
magnitude earthquake that hit
Lima on the evening of October
28th destroyed or very badly
damaged all of the public buildings
and churches. The mint building
was so damaged that it had to be
torn down rather than repaired. More than 95% of the private homes in Lima were uninhabitable. 1100
people died outright. Lima’s port of Callao suffered even more. The quake was followed by a tsunami
that swept away 5000 people. The print by Louis Contreras gives a sense of the Callao disaster. Survivors
throughout El Peru lived in tents or mostly fled the ruined cities. It took months just to bury the dead
and restore some semblance of order and livable conditions in the Lima and Callao. It is almost
inconceivable that the mint was able to operate in the midst of this total devastation, but mint records
show that somehow by mid-December Lima had restored a silver coinage. 81,500 pesos of silver were
delivered in December, some of this coinage probably struck before October 28th, but most of it struck in
December, as the mint resumed fairly substantial silver deliveries without a halt until September of
1747. No gold deliveries occurred between October 24, 1746 and November 24, 1747. If any gold had
been coined in that period, the records would show its prompt delivery to the dealer (mercader) who
had presented it. The only reasonable conclusion is the October 28th disaster ended the Lima gold
coinage of 1746. Con Estrellas and Sin Estrellas 1746 onzas were struck between the beginning of the
year and late October of 1746.
The delivery of October 24th just mentioned included 49,327
onzas and 1338 smaller gold denominations. Lima ledgers
report only one other delivery in 1746. On March 8th, the Lima
mint delivered 35,884 onzas and 739 smaller gold
denominations. It is tempting to associate the Sin Estrellas with
one issue and the Con Estrellas with the other delivery. But
which issue with which delivery? We have been following the
argument thate the Con Estrellas make sense in the fall as a
memorial issue for Philip. At the beginning of 1746, on the
other hand, there is no reason why Philip or his viceroy would
want to start the year off with the Con Estrellas design and
then revert mid-year or so to the traditional Sin Estellas design.
This argument has a persuasive answer to why the Con Estrellas were struck, but it also needs to be
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shown how the Lima mint managed to pull this off before the quake ended the 1746 coinage. The fall
window for the Con Estrellas is fairly narrow—certainly less than two months. Con Estrellas dies had to
be designed and cut before the coinage could commence. Could Lima have managed this in September
and October of 1746?
Some numismatists have suggested that Con Estrellas were created simply by punching stars into preexisting starless 1746 dies. This would make the design stage almost trivial. No 1746 Sin Estrellas die is
known to reappear as a Con Estrellas die, but the majority of dies used to strike the 85,000 1746 onza
coinage are not represented in the dozen surviving coins. Two coins do show what appears to be
overstriking of the dots flanking letters and numerals with just slightly larger stars. The pillar die
pictured above began life as a starless 1745 die, but it was recalled to service to help handle the Con
Estrellas coinage. At that point a 6/5 overdate was punched in and 11 (not 12) stars. There was no room
to wedge a star between the right pillar and the 6. The messy stars flanking the 8 show the clearest
evidence of overstriking. It was possible to do this kind of overstriking on a pillar die because the stars
were only slightly larger than the dots and their addition did not
overlap and obscure other design features (though we can see a
star overlapping the digit 7 slightly). The coin Calico called a
1745 (Calico # 345) is the second example of a 1745 re-used in
1746 with stars added (different dies than this one.).
When we turn our 1746/5 over and look at the cross, the story
gets more complicated. The cross side is definitely not a
standard 1746 cross die into which stars have been punched.
The cross features a new design expressly modified to
accommodate 12 stars between the cross and inner border.
Instead of the normal 19 x 19 mm onza cross, the width of this
cross has been reduced to 17 mm, allowing more space for the 3 stars that are now positioned between
crossbar and dotted border. The talladors did not just add stars to a standard 1746 cross design, they
redesigned the cross using a normal 19 mm punch vertically and a four escudos 17 mm punch
horizontally. One wonders why they didn’t take this solution further and create a 17 x 17 mm cross.
Perhaps they did on dies that have not survived. In any case, at least three different Con Estrellas cross
dies with 17 x 19 mm crosses are known. This puts paid to the
theory that the Con Estrellas issues were made by simply adding
stars to Sin Estrellas dies.
The standard 19 x 19 mm cross does appear on some Con
Estrellas cross dies. Two such dies are known (Tauler 348 & 350,
the former shown to the left). These coins show some
overstriking of border dots and other features with stars, but the
overall design suggests the talladors were trying to adjust the
position of the devices to accommodate the addition of 12 stars.
There just wasn’t enough room with a big 19 x 19 mm cross,
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which left only 1 mm of space between crossbars and border. At some point a smart tallador realized
the obvious solution was to shrink the cross a little. So he grabbed a 17 mm 4 escudos punch and
produced a design less crowded and more presentable. The logical progression is that the first few Con
Estrellas cross dies were struck with standard 19 x 19 mm cross, then the design was improved with a
shortened 17 x 19 mm cross, and possibly even with a 17 x 17 mm cross. This progression strongly
suggests that the Con Estrellas cross dies were from the beginning produced as a new design, with the
24 stars as an integral part of that design, and not just as some sort ad hoc adornment of Sin Estrellas
design.
On the pillar side, it was a simpler task. There was no need to redesign or reposition any standard
features. The stars are only a little bigger than dots (2.75 mm versus 2.25 mm), so there was enough
room to punch in stars instead of dots without repositioning letters or numerals. Except for the two
1746/5 overdated already noted, there is also no evidence of overstriking of dots with stars. The
talladors producing the Con Estrellas pillar dies did not have to struggle with the design issues that
complicated the Con Estrellas crosses.
It cannot be doubted that the Con Estrellas crosses and pillars,
each both with 12 stars, were designed to go together. A single
coin (Tauler 349a, pillar side pictured at the beginning this
chapter) does mule a starry pillar die with a starless cross.
Interestingly, the starry pillar die looks pristine, while the cross
die (pictured to the left) shows some wear. This imbalance is
explained if at the end of the Con Estrellas series a new starry
pillar die was just coming into service but the last starry cross die
had failed. To finish the issue the coiners put back in service a Sin
Estrellas cross die retired earlier. This cross die does not link with
any dated 1746 pillar dies, but the style of its castles is not
known before 1746. Castles with curved and holed battlements appear on Lima onzas only in the years
1746-49. Thus a worn starless cross of 1746 paired with a new starry pillar die seems to suggest at least
some of the Con Estrellas issue came after the starless issues.
The surviving 1746 onzas tell us that at least 4 different Con Estrellas pillars dies were used, including
two 1746/5 overdates, and at least five crosses dies, including three 17 x 19 mm crosses and two 19 x
19 mm crosses. It was not a small mintage. Sin Estrellas onzas of 1746 are known from 3 different pillar
dies and 3 cross die. It has been argued that because three times as many Con Estrellas specimens
survive as Sin Estrellas, we should acknowledge the Con Estrellas were the principal coinage of 1746 and
not try to sandwich them into a brief fall time frame. With such a small sample (only a dozen or so
onzas), die count is much more significant than the happenstance of single coin survival. The die story
does not support the view that the Con Estrellas were a significantly larger coinage. The dies only tell us
that both coinages were likely substantial (as confirmed by the mint records).
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The Lima mint could have struck 49,000 Con Estrellas onzas in the month or so before the October 24th
delivery. Figuring a moderate daily production schedule of 1500 onzas, the mintage would be done in
33 days. There is enough time to strike the Con Estrellas, but where do the dies come from with which
to strike the issue? Some older starless 1745 pillar dies were overdated and “starred” and put into
service, but most of the 1746 Con Estrellas dies were new dies prepared expressly for this special
coinage. When was there time to prepare these dies? If we believe the Con Estrellas are a memorial for
Philip in the fall, we have to assume the Lima talladores sat down in September and knocked out these
dies. Even if Virrey Manso ordered his talladores to work at warp speed, did they have the materials
and tools on hand to do so quickly?
Some numismatists have voiced the view that the gold coinage of 1746 begins with the Con Estrellas
issues and finishes with a return to the standard Sin Estrellas issues. Presumably those who want the
October 24th delivery to be mostly Sin Estrellas will start this coinage sometime in the summer or even
spring to avoid a fall rush. But why abandon the Con Estrellas in the summer and switch back to the
traditional Sin Estrellas? It does no good to say something like “they ran out Con Estrellas dies”. Why
were they striking Con Estrellas in the first place and why did they stop striking Con Estrellas in the
middle of 1746? These are two critical questions for the “Con Estrellas first” advocates and they appear
to have no answer to either. Give us a reason why Philip would have ordered Lima to strike the novel
Con Estrellas design at the beginning of 1746. Give us another reason why Lima felt it could disregard
this order and return to Sin Estrellas dies in the summer.
As a memorial to Felipe V, the Con Estrellas coinage makes sense historically and iconographically, but
we have a time and dies problem. How could the Lima talladores come up with the new Con Estrellas
dies so fast in September? The last coinage of 1746 is delivered on October 24th and 4 days later a
massive earthquake nearly destroys the mint. If the last 49,000 onzas delivered on the 24th are only
mostly Con Estrellas—say 30,000 of them—we only buy the talladores another week or so. They still
need to design and manufacture the Con Estrellas dies in September.
Someone has suggested that the Con Estrellas issues could be a memorial issue for the earthquake of
1746. The “tearful cross” Lima type of 1716-17 was probably a memorial issue of this sort (for the Fleet
disaster), but this would entail that the Con Estrellas were designed and produced after the earthquake.
No gold is delivered, therefore struck, before the fall of 1747. This is too late to be striking a 1746
PHILIPPUS coinage, and it would be illegal. In the fall Lima had 1747 dies on hand for the 1747 gold
coinage. If the Con Estrellas coinage were dated 1747, this would be a legitimate possibility.
We await a eureka shout from some researcher in the Archivo General de Indies that will resolve our
conundrum about the 1746 Con Estrellas. While we can make sense of the issue as a memorial to Philip,
we don’t seem to have enough time create and strike it in the fall. While we would have plenty of time
to strike it earlier in 1746, we have no reason for it to start or stop. There the matter must rest for now.
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One final Con Estrellas coin deserves our attention. It is a 13.89
gm, 23 mm gold issue struck from two 8 escudos dies (possibly a
6/2 overdate). Despite being just a little heavy for a media onza,
it is clearly a 4 escudos planchet struck with onzas dies. The
question any off-denomination strike from Lima raises is whether
the coin was struck in error or deliberately. The large, 1750 dated
Lima 4 escudos coinage was mostly struck from eight and two
escudos cross dies because these were the only dies Lima had
available. This 1746 four escudos raises the same question: did
Lima not have 4 escudos dies available in 1746 when it needed to
strike some media onza? Where we have only one offdenomination coin, and both dies are the same offdenomination, it seems more likely to have been a genuine error, but it has never been well explained
how a half-weight 4 escudos planchet could pass as an onza when the coins are being hand struck.

The Key Varieties of the 1746 Lima Onza:





1746 V sin estrellas
1746/5 V con estrellas pillars, sin estrellas cross
1746 V with 24 stars estrellas and a 19 x 19 mm cross
1746 V with 24 (or 23) stars and a 17 x 19 mm cross
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1747
minted
surviving
preservation

8 escudos
76,228
12-14
2 AU, rest XF-VF

1747 V
4 escudos
122
0
--

2 escudos
648
0
--

1 escudo
664
1
AU

1747 was the first year Lima struck coins in the name of
Fernandus VI. The Lima gold cob coinage of 1747 is reported in
mint records as 1,224,544 pesos, all of it apparently struck in the
fall and delivered on November 24 to Don Felipe Barba. Barba
as the mercader del plata had also received about 136,600 pesos
in silver from the Lima mint in each of the first 8 months of 1747.
This level of production is quite surprisingly given how badly the
mint building had been damaged in the earthquake of October
of 1746. “Beyond repair” was the verdict pronounced on it by an
architect in 1748 and the building had to be completely
demolished. Apparently no key personnel or equipment were
lost in the earthquake, and silver production ran continuously in January through August of 1747 at
nearly 86% of the pre-quake 1746 levels. We don’t know why gold production did not resume until the
fall. Perhaps the new FERNANDUS gold dies did arrive until then. Perhaps with the mint’s reduced
capacity a decision was made to concentrate on the silver coinage through the end of August.
In any case, the gold coinage of 1747 survives today in an estimated 12-15 onzas and a lone 1747/6 one
escudo (the Sellschopp coin, lot 249). Tauler’s on-line catalogo Escudos Macuquinos has recently grown
to include eleven 1747 onzas and does not include the Soler coin shown below, so perhaps an estimate
of 12-14 survivors is a little conservative. No 1747 escudos are reported from the salvage of Nuestra
Senora de La Luz. A single two escudos of 1747 is rumored to exist but cannot be confirmed at this time.
Assayer Vargas (V) remains the only gold assayer in 1747. The onza pictured above is the Caballeros coin
(lot 539), by far the most attractive
and largest (32 mm) of the 1747
onzas. The cross side of the
Caballeros coin shows a Fernando VI
legend, but the pillar die may possibly
be a reworked Sin Estrellas 1746 die.
Doubling on the right side makes a
1747/6 overdate difficult to confirm.
No other 1747 onza gives clear
evidence of the re-use of a Philip V
die. The Sellschopp one escudo is the
only overdate. Heavy doubling and
other problem makes it difficult to
count the number of dies employed
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in striking the surviving specimens of 1747 onzas. A reasonable estimate (or guess) is that at least 7 cross
die and at least 6 pillar dies were used to the strike the survivors.
There are no interesting varieties of the 1747 coinage comparable to the Con Estrellas issues of 1746.
No 1747 issue shows any stars. With the possible exception of the Caballeros onza, no PHILIPPUS pillar
die is used with the 1747 coinage. The 1747 cross dies in the name of Fernando are all new. If the new
Fernando dies and punches had to come from Spain, they arrived in plenty of time for Lima to strike the
fall 1747 coinage.
Throughout the 1740’s the Royal Board of Coinage had grown
increasingly critical of Lima gold cobs for several reasons.
Exhibit A could be the onza to the left. In terms of wear, the coin
is an AU, not VF, but it is a mess, unfortunately all too typical of
1740’s Lima onzas. An off-center, weak strike is further
disfigured by heavy doubling, leaving two digits and maybe two
letters legible. A coin this poorly struck should have been
remelted, but at Lima poor production was paired with no
quality control. Beyond the illegality of striking coins without a
legible date and assayer and mint mark, it is understandable
that Philip, and then Fernando, did not want their names on
coinage that looks like this. An official reprimand was sent to
Lima in March of 1748 demanding immediate improvements and threatening to impose penalties. The
new Superintendent Morales took action, as we describe in discussing the coinage of 1749, but too
many escudos like this 1747 continued to be struck until the end of the cob coinage.
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preservation

1748 V

8 escudos
83,598
10-12
0ne near MS, the
rest VF-XF

4 escudos
136
0
--

2 escudos
850
2
AU

1 escudo
1021
possibly 1
--

The Lima gold coinage of 1748 is reported in mint records as
amounting to 1,344,092 pesos, virtually all of it struck as 8 escudos. It
survives in only about a dozen onzas and two 2 escudos, both of
which resurfaced together in the Caballeros sale (lots 583-84). One of
these two escudos shows the assayer’s initial as V, putting a quick
end to the question whether Vargas was still an active gold assayer in
1748. No four escudos of 1748 are known. What a surprise when 136
were minted! A lone one escudo of 1748 is rumored to exist but
cannot be confirmed. The entire mintage of 1748 is reported as a
single emission on December 16th. Big changes occurred at the Lima
1748, as explained in the next paragraph, so the new superintendente may not have ready to strike gold
until the late fall. Don Felipe Barba used the final 5 months (January-May) of the old mercader system to
have 1,184,000 pesos of silver minted at Lima, but he brought no gold to the mint before the new
superintendent arrived in May. This may be a clue to some of the very puzzling gold mintages we will
see in 1749-50.
On May 27, 1748 the Lima mint finally becomes una empresa del rey and Andres de Morales is sworn in
as its first superintendente. Philip had ordered this “nationalization” 20 years before as part of his plan
(“La Nueva Planta”) to mechanize and modernize the Colonial mints. He promulgated this plan in his
Reales Cedulas of June 1728 and July 1730, but died before it could be put into effect at Lima. His son
Fernando in a Real Cedula of September 1746 had appointed Morales as the first superintendente.
Nearly two years later Morales arrived in Lima and presided over the transfer of the mint to state hands.
Morales immediately cleaned house, discharging mint workers whom he regarded as incompetent and
dishonest. Superintendente `Morales, not a lease-holding tesorero, was now in complete charge of the
mint with near carte blanche powers from Fernando and Virrey Manso. The mercader or dealer system
was ended. Mine owners and individuals with bullion to be coined
now deal directly mint, not through mercaderes. The wealth and
power of the mercaderes no doubt contributed heavily to delaying
Philip’s reforms. Morales had his job cut for him in reforming and
rebuilding a modern Lima mint.
1748 is also the year Jose Rodriguez de Carrassa (R) becomes the
principal assayer for gold. Jose de Vargas (V) remains associated
with the silver coinage and to some extent with the gold coinage.
There is a question whether Vargas is an assayer for any onza
production in 1748. One two escudos does not answer that
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question. The first coin in Tauler’s on-line catalogo of the 1748 onzas (Tauler 351a) is pictured to the
left. A Spanish auction house recently called it a 1748, and it could be 1748, but the doubling of the last
digit creates the problem you can see. The shape of the right side of the upper loop is not what you’d
expect for an 8. It is thinner than the left side, which also seem
converge to a point. A 9 is not a good fit for the shape of this
shape either. The best fit is a Spanish 5. This is by no means
certain because of the doubling, but a 5 is most likely the last
digit. We do have a legend date that could settle this, but of
course the crucial digit is illegible. We seem to read in legend
RE.X.ANO74, but the bottom of the digit before the 4 has a very
odd shape for a 7. In any case, it is not the ANO 48 that we see on
other 1748 onzas like Tauler 560a.
When we turn the coin over, we get another interesting piece of
information. In legends of an obviously worn die we can read the
monarch’s name, PHIL(IPPUS). Philip V had died in July of 1746. No PHILIPPUS dies were prepared after
1746. It was not legal to strike coins in the name of Philip V in 1748. Why would the Lima mint pair a
Philippus cross die with a 1748 V pillar die? If the date on the pillar
side is actually 1745, the mystery and the illegality evaporate. We
cannot say this with certainty, but it seems more likely this
anomalous “1748” V Philippus onza is actually just a 1745 V. If we
reclassify this onza as a 1745 V, then we have no coins proving
that Vargas is associated with any onza production in 1748. But
there is another piece of evidence we should consider in that
regard. In discussing the 1749 onza coinage, we point out that it
makes no sense to engrave cross dies with L-V-748 if Vargas was
not a working assayer in 1748. No L-V-748 crosses have been
found paired with a 1748 V pillar die, though it seems reasonable
to believe some were in fact struck late in the 1748 onza mintage. Some L-V-748 cross dies were re-used
in 1749 with these markings effaced and overstruck with dots and legend. The salvors of Nuestra Senora
de La Luz believed they had found a unique coin: a L-V-748 cross die muled with 1748 R pillar die.
Assayer R on the pillar side and a partial overstruck assayer V on
the cross side. That onza, lot #4 from the 1993 Sotheby’s Sale and
pictured to the left, is dated in the catalogue as “174[8]”. Judge for
yourself, but there seems no way to decide whether the final digit
is an 8 or a 9 or even 9/8. This pillar die does not match any firmly
dated 1748 or 1749 dies. There was one fully dated 1748 R onza in
the Luz treasure, but the dies are different. The only accurate
description of this pillar date seems to be 174[8 or 9].
The cross side of the coin shows an ineptly hand-cut 748 date
beneath the cross and an assayer initial V to the right. Both are
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overstruck with dotted border and legend and the V-748 is nearly illegible. The only natural explanation
of what has happened is that in 1749 an unused or underused 1748 V cross die has been salvaged for
use under assayer R. Instead of the difficult job of polishing the V and 748 off the die, the talladors were
satisfied to re-enforce the dotted inner border and legends that obscure the V and 748. Notice how the
N obscures the 8 and dots cover the cross-stroke of the 7. After a little die use, the V and the 748 do
become completely illegible on these dies. If it were still 1748 when this coinage was being struck, why
efface the 1748 date? On balance, it is more likely that this Luz coin is a 1749 R onza, though the final
digit on the pillar side cannot be read conclusively. For a discussion of why the Lima talladors were
trying to add date and mint mark and assayer to cross dies in 1748, please see our discussion of the
1749 varieties.
Another Lima onza that deserves our attention is pictured to the
left. This one is without question a 1748 R. First of all, its
exceptionally well struck 19 mm cross shows the problems Lima
talladors had to face in trying to accommodate L-V-748 ( or L-8V-748) between cross and legends. There is no room! The pillar
side of this onza is not as well struck (see below). Lima is not
known to have produced any gold Royals after the Mexican
model, and this onza has no claim to be an attempt to do so, but
occasionally we see a piece like this. There is evidence that this
die was prepared with special care. Cross, lions and castles, and
border are all precisely placed and sharply punched. The quality
of Lima escudos was a target of the Royal Board of Coinage throughout the 1740’s. Too many Lima
onzas were nearly or completely illegible due to poor striking. At some point the new Superintendent of
the Lima mint may have tasked his talladors to cut dies and strike a few coins that could be shown to the
mint’s critics. Here we may have one, or at least the cross die of
one such issue. Unfortunately, the quality problem at the Lima
mint could not be solved by preparing a few special coins. Lima
needed to put in place mass production procedures that would
raise quality. Why they never did so remains a mystery. We
wonder why Morales didn’t implement some kind of basic quality
control inspection that would have culled the worst struck coins
(only coins too light or too heavy were culled). In any case, the
quality of many Lima onzas 1748-49 remained somewhere
between wretched and abysmal, and a coin like this really stands
out from the rest of the mintage.
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1749
minted
surviving
preservation

8 escudos
94,979
33-35
AU-VF

1749 V
4 escudos
4148
1
AU

2 escudos
3638
0
--

1 escudo
2850
1-2
VF

In 1749 the Lima mint struck 1,574,452 pesos of gold, the largest issue since 1744. More 1749 onzas
survive than any other post-Fleet date, and the issue is popular with collectors for the many varieties
seen in the onza coinage. The 1749 mintage itself is remarkable for the several reasons. First is the size
of its media onza issue. 4142 coins is 15-20 times the size of any of the annual mintages in the previous
29 years. In the two previous years the annual mintages of media onzas were 122 and 133. We suspect
something special may be afoot like a recoinage, but a more pedestrian explanation is possible. Nothing
in the mint records examined to date has shed any light. When we add the 1750 mintage of 2635, we
get a total of almost 6800 media onza struck in the last two years of cob coinage at Lima. This is more
than the total mintage of media onzas for the previous 35 years. Something was going on. The two and
one escudos emissions are also abnormally high. Mint records
show that the 1749 gold coinage had four delivery dates between
March and October. As far as onzas are concerned, these delivery
dates may neatly demarcate another remarkable feature of the
1749 coinage, the complicated varieties of 1749 onzas. 1749 onzas
survive in greater numbers than any issue since 1712. Fifteen 1749
onzas recovered from Nuestra Senora de La Luz have increased
the population of survivors to about 35 coins. One of the best Luz
onzas is pictured to the left (notice the heavy deposits of Rio Plata
matrix and coral).
In what was planned to be the penultimate year of its gold cob coinage, the Lima mint struggled with a
redesign of its gold coinage. The evidence of this is the coins themselves. The redesign involved putting
the mint mark, assayer’s initial, three digit date, and (on some varieties) the denomination on the cross
side. The Lima talladors had great difficulty in figuring out how to accommodate all this information in
the space available on the cross die. A series of experimental designs were tried, none of which could be
considered successful. A halfway successful solution was not
arrived at until 1750, when a cross design very similar to the
eight reales was introduced. The 1750 redesign was
accomplished by reducing the dimensions of the cross by nearly
2 mm and almost completely eliminating the dotted inner
border in favor of four small separated tressures. One wonders
why the Lima talladors did not think to copy the eight reales
design from the beginning. Perhaps initially they were forbidden
to do so. In any case, the earliest experimental designs probably
showed up with the March 1749 delivery. One design, found on
at least two cross dies, shows a mostly overstruck mint mark L
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left, assayer’s mark V right, and a 748 date below the cross, all these on a cross die muled with a pillar
die date of 1749 and assayer R. One such cross is shown above, enlargement below. A second and
similar design, also found on two cross dies, presents us with mint mark L left, assayer’s initial R right,
and a date of 749 below, in this case matching the information on the pillar side. In both designs all the
overstruck cross side letters and digits were originally hand-engraved and then deliberately overstruck
by borders and legends. On worn coins this information quickly becomes illegible.
The first of these early designs we shall refer to as the L-V-748 cross. Most coins with this design come
from Nuestra Senora de La Luz (lost July, 1752). We should note that another Luz coin with the L-V-748
cross has a pillar date that the Sotheby’s cataloguer describes as “174[8]”. The last digit of that coin [lot
#4, Sotheby’s 1993 sale] seems illegible, as likely a 9 or 9/8 as an 8. See our discussion of the 1748
coinage, where we argue it is probably a 1749 R pillar die
Close examination of L-V-748 crosses reveals that these letters and digits are not artfully sandwiched
between inner border and legends (as some have claimed). In fact, the dotted inner border and legends
were (re)punched over them on the die, mostly obliterating them. A close-up of a L-V-748 cross is
below. Why do such a thing? Why add date and assayer and then nearly obliterate them by overstriking
with dots and legend?
One simple explanation is that they had become by
1749 the wrong date and the wrong assayer.
Though assayer V, Jose de Vargas, may have been
associated with the gold coinage in 1749—as a
single coin we shall consider seems to attest -- his
role has at best brief and very limited. The
overwhelming majority of the 1749 gold coinage
came from Jose Rodriguez. What seems very likely is
that the L-V-748 crosses were prepared in the Fall of 1748 for gold issues anticipated in that year under
Vargas, but either the dies were not needed or were not heavily used that year. They were then recycled
in 1749 by overstriking and obliterating the wrong date and assayer. Remember that the new
Superintendent Morales took office at Lima in the summer of 1748. Besides the rebuilding the mint and
launching the new milled coinage, Morales also had to deal with
an angry Royal Board of Coinage who demanded that he
immediately improve the quality of the Lima gold coinage. Part
of Morales’ solution seems to have been to design a reales-style
cross, duplicating date, mint mark, etc on the cross side.
Accordingly, in the fall of 1748 Morales ordered his talladors to
add this information on all new gold cross dies. Clearly he did
not also indicate how the cross design was to be modified to
accommodate this information. The L-V-748 dies were likely one
of his talladors’ first attempts. We can imagine that Morales and
the Viceroy were not at all satisfied with his coup d’essai.
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This explanation may account for unused L-V-748 crosses being recycled for Rodriguez in 1749, but what
about the L-R-749 crosses (one is pictured above)? They had the right assayer and date. So why is L-R749 on these onzas overstruck with border and legend? We should note that a L-R-748 cross may have
existed. We have to believe that the crudeness of the hand engraved designs, both L-V-748 and L-R-749,
led to their rejection by Morales, who enjoined his talladors to do better. They kept trying.
On what was very likely the final cross design of 1749 (shown to
the left), a large L-R flanks a horizontally reduced cross. This
closely anticipates the design of 1750 with the dotted inner
border gone and the size of the cross reduced, leaving room for
L to the left and R to the right of the cross. But beneath the cross
there is no room for date. This final 1749 design (probably
released on October 29th) left less than 2 mm between crossbar
and lower border. The talladors had figured out how to add a
mint mark and assayer, but they were not yet thought to
vertically shorten the cross. The L-V-748 and L-R-749 crosses and
final L-R issue do not exhaust the story of the Lima mint’s
struggle to redesign its cross dies in 1749. There were also
experiments with trying to accommodate a L-R design within an interrupted inner border of dots (see
Tauler 571).
Finally, there were also standard crosses used with 1749 onzas. Many or most of these
seem to be re-used cross dies from 1746-48. They display a type of castle that premiers in
1746. Standard cross die almost always pair with overdate 1749/8 pillar dies. The
Eliasberg specimen (to the left) is even a 1749/8/7. It is hard to locate the standard cross
issues with reference to the modified Lima crosses we have been discussing, since there
are no certain die links. One could argue that the plain crosses belong at the beginning of
the year before the mint sets out to strike the new reales-style of crosses, but the
October 29th delivery is a substantial 13,000 onzas. By October Lima could have
exhausted its 1749 dies and been forced to salvage worn dies like the Eliasberg 1749/8/7.
We have left unanswered an important question about the 1749 onza coinage: did Vargas strike 1749 V
onzas? One coin offers testimony that he did, but it is very puzzling coin (pictured as Tauler 562). The
pillar side shows a clear 749 date and a V assayer. There is no evidence of an overdate. The cross die
bears the name of [PHILIPP]US V. Philip V dies were last cut in 1745, and it was illegal to use them 3
years into the reign of Fernando. Are we to believe that Vargas would willingly be associated with
striking onzas in 1749 in the name of Philippus V? Why would such a thing be allowed and why would
Vargas want to do it? There is no evidence that Lima ran out of 1747-49 Fernando cross dies in 1749. No
failing cross dies are seen in the surviving coinage. The coin in question has not been on the market and
available for inspection for many years. We can’t take for granted that it is authentic, but it is not an
obvious counterfeit. That’s all we say at this point. One onza purports to be a 1749 V paired with a
Philippus cross.
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One other coin in the current corpus of 1749 onzas elicits
maybe more puzzlement than the 1749 V. Its cross side is
pictured to the left. Though it is well engraved and resembles
the L-R variety with tressures, almost every element of the
design is a little odd and does not match other contemporary
issues. The cross is too thick for 1749, especially the vertical
arms. The tressures are also too thick for the L-R variety of
1749. The lettering looks to be in a different font than other
late Lima onzas. Look at the N. The lions are not right for this
period. 1749 continues the long established “fleeing rodent”
style of lions. 1750 features a more rampant and dignified
style, but the lions on this coin resemble neither. The castles bear no resemblances to the style of
castles used in 1746-49 (featuring curved and apertured battlements). They do not resemble 1750
castles either. In fact they do not look like the castles on any other Lima onza. The closest match (not a
good one) is probably an issue of 1703! Among other castle details, four apertures in the barbican are
very rare, but the tall thin turrets especially on the lower castle are without precedence. Similar things
could be said about details on the pillar side. What are we to say, then, about a coin that seems to make
a concerted effort to look like a 1749 issue but fails to do so in a myriad of fine details? Could it
nevertheless have been an issue of the Lima mint? Without the coin at hand to study, we can only note
these discrepancies.
Without doubt 1749 is the most complex gold issue in the history of the Lima mint. Here is a summary of
the seven major varieties of onzas we have been discussing. A “plain” cross means a cross die with no
date or assayer or mint mark engraved on it.

Cross side

Pillar side

L-V-748 overstruck
L-R-749 overstruck
L-R interrupting dotted inner border
L-R with four small reales-style tressures
Plain cross
Plain cross
Phillippus V cross (1745 or earlier)

1749 or 1749/8 R
1749 or 1749/8 R
1749 R
1749 R
1749/8/7 probably R/V
1749/8 R
1749 V
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1750
minted in 1750
minted in 1751
surviving
preservation

8 escudos
96,858
95,455
21-23
2 Ch MS, 2 MS,
4 AU, 2 VF, rest XF

1750 V
4 escudos
1530
1105
55
3 Ch MS, 9 MS,
rest AU

2 escudos
4386
2380
0
--

1 escudo
1357
2267
2
Ch AU, VF

1750 was to be the last year gold cobs were minted at
Lima. Superintendente Morales had promised to
strike the new milled portrait escudos in 1751 and no
cob dies were authorized or prepared for 1751.
Morales expected delivery of the new portrait dies by
the spring. When spring turned into summer,
Morales knew he had a problem. A substantial
amount of gold had been presented for coining.
Morales could not furlough the mint indefinitely
waiting for the overdue new dies, so he ordered the
gold coinage for 1751 to commence—using 1750 cob
dies. Given his promise, it is understandable why he
neglected to redate the 1750 dies and advertise his
failure to meet the 1750 cut-off. When the fall arrived
and still no dies had come from Spain, Morales ordered the mint to again strike gold cobs. This time
there was another problem. The cob dies from 1750 were mostly exhausted. Morales told his coiners
“use what you have.” The result was some very odd combinations. Unmodified 1749 pillar dies were
pulled back in service and muled with 1750 crosses. Media onzas were mostly struck with 8 and even 2
escudos crosses. Who knows what other dies combinations left the mint in October of 1751. In a
November 20th letter Morales admits he has had to continue striking cobs but promises the new dies,
finally received on October 31st, would soon be put into service. Apparently he did soon begin striking
milled gold in earnest, because on December 22nd
another 20, 925 onzas leave the mint. Some of the
December delivery may have been gold cobs, but
presumably most of it is the first milled gold coinage of
Lima. None of the December delivery is included in the
mintage given above.
If we combine the number of cob onzas struck in 1750
and in 1751, we total up the largest ever issue of cob
onzas. 192,313 onzas left the Lima mint dated 1750. The
most prolific Fleet year was 1707 when 112,659 onzas
left the mint. The second highest mintage year was 1737
when 159,179 were struck. That Morales managed to
sustain this record level of production in the midst of
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rebuilding the mint and converting to mechanized presses is surprising. Why he undertook such a large
coinage is very puzzling. We have to suspect some sort of recoinage of Vargas-era escudos, done quietly
and without official announcements. No archival evidence yet supports this.
In any case, the huge mintage of more than 192,000 onzas survives in less than two dozen coins, most of
them recovered in 1992 from Nuestra Senora de La Luz. But for the Luz, we would have less than a half
dozen survivors from the largest Lima gold cob coinage.
Throughout 1749 the Lima talladors had struggled to
redesign the cross side of their escudos. The objective was
to duplicate on that side key information that was often
illegible on the pillar side due to striking problems. No
design proved completely satisfactory as they tried to
position mint mark, assayer’s initial, date, and sometimes
denomination next to the crossbars. See our discussion of
the 1749 issue for details.
For the 1750 issue the talldores settled on one design that
closely resembled the cross side design for reales. A cross,
shortened in both directions, is flanked by L to the left
and assayer Rodriquez’s initial R to the right. A three digit
date (750) is below the cross, and sometimes a denomination is above the cross. The dotted inner
border is removed to create more room for these letters and digits. In its place, a four lobed tressure
arcs over the angles of the cross. This cross design is illustrated above on two coins. On the previous
page the finest known 1750 onza shows us this cross design on a 30 mm planchet. On this page we see
the same design, but struck on a 25 mm 4 escudos planchet. As we discussed above, most the 1750
dated issue of media onzas was struck with 8 escudos
cross dies. Notice that the lions and castles have also
been re-redesigned for 1750. Gone are the “smiling”
castles of 1746-49 with their curving, holed battlements
and large flaring towers. In their place, towers more
similar to pre-1746 designs with a straight, unholed
battlement and small holed towers. Chinese-looking
lions have replaced the fleeing rodents of previous
years.
To the left is the pillar side of a choice mint state 1750
media onza. We said above that that most 1750 media
onzas were struck with 8 and 2 escudos cross dies.
Seven cross dies have been identified amongst the 55
surviving specimens, all recovered from Nuestra Senora
de La Luz. Four of these dies are 8 escudos dies, one is a 2 escudos dies, and only two are 4 escudos dies.
Some catalogues and books refer to these as “errors”, but when most of your mintage is struck with offGold Cobs© 2012
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denominations dies, it is not an error. It was illegal to strike media onzas with 8 and 2 escudos dies (and
to strike media onzas in 1751 with 1750 dies), but when the Superintendente orders you to proceed
using what dies you have, the rules are set aside.
To the left is a unique media onza, a 1750 issue struck from a 2
escudos pillar die. Striking a media onza with a 2 escudos die is
otherwise unknown in the annals of Spanish Colonial gold coinage.
Another surprise is that none of the 6,766 two escudos dated 1750
survive--but we have this impression of a two escudos die because the
Lima coiners ran out of usable 4 escudos dies. The same question that
pertains to the 1749-50 onzas recurs here. A mintage of about 850 two
escudos is typical of the prior years of the 1740’s, but the 1750
mintage is 8 times that average. 1749 and 1750 together strike more
than 10,400 two escudos. Something is going on, maybe a recoinage.
In the final issue of the cob coinage, the design of the one escudo is also slightly modified. In the angles
of the cross the simple small crosses now have flaring star-like arms. On thepillar side, as we call see to
the left, the three crosses above the castles are gone, replaced by dots. On this
15.5 mm coin we can notice something else: this issue at least had legends,
probably FERNAND VI D G REX. Many Lima one escudo issues appear to have
lacked legends.
A 1.6 gm counterfeit of this issue exists.
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